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Graduate Student Experience

*Key Takeaways*

1. New medium to explore and advance scholarship

2. Opportunity to work in outside fields of interest

3. Training in new fields
New Medium for Scholarship
Outside Fields of Interest
Training in New Fields
Seeing anatomy
Auzouix models of human and cat brains
19th Left female humerus, mounted with right male humerus on wooden base painted blue
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Eat Plenty of Bread—It’s Good For You

The consumption of Bread in this country is constantly increasing.

The Wholesomeness, Healthfulness and Economy of Bread make it the “Perfect Food.”

Fleischmann’s Yeast Makes the Best Bread.

THE FLEISCHMANN COMPANY
FLEISCHMANN’S YEAST
FOUR TIMES MORE EFFECTIVE than any other food

The familiar little yeast cake now known to contain in abundance the vital element needed to release the nourishment from other foods.

FLEISCHMANN'S YEAST

is a natural corrective food
Now You’ll Like Yeast!

1. Mash a cake of Fleischmann’s Yeast in dry glass with a fork

2. Add 1/4 glass cool, plain tomato juice...or milk...or water

3. Stir till yeast is completely blended

4. Fill glass with liquid...stir and drink

If you are one of the millions who know what Fleischmann’s Yeast can do for you, but never stayed with it long enough to get its full benefit, you’ll now find it easy to take this new pleasant way. Remember, for daily use, Fleischmann’s Yeast is one of the richest of all common foods in creamoing...won’t cost more. Drink it hot, cold, or fresh...first thing in the morning.

Fleischmann’s Fresh Yeast

Drink it...to your health!